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SUMMARY

Overview reports on the development, application, exploitation and management of geospatial data in the industry, local and business enterprises in Vietnam. The point through the results achieved on the mechanism to provide information to meet the geospatial data needs of the State and society. At the same time pointed out the difficulty in exploiting the Exchange, between sectors, localities and enterprises. In addition, the report reviews the extent update the existing data sets.

The report also reviews the role and potential of the community and the State of development of investment participation, provision and use of the geospatial data in Vietnam through which raised two properties (merits and limitations) produced their exclusive problem and data mining of geospatial data in State agencies.

The report said that Vietnam should have time to lecture the Government approving consensus strategy, deployment plan, enacted the law under the legal text, from which the basis of developing management models more effectively geared to geospatial data infrastructure in Vietnam (VNSDI).